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At police street patrols and in daily attendance, patrolling the track arrangement
and movement of real-time control is necessary. Facts show that the grasp of police
sites in real time, help the timely processing of street crime emergencies, important to
stability. Therefore, based on the design of information management system of police
resources, and to enhance police presence during the validity of and more effective
deployment of police resources, thus improving current efficiency of police patrol as a
whole.
According to current police patrols for the waste of resources, mismanagement
and other problems, based on JAVA technology, design and implement District Street
patrol police resource dispatching management information system at county level,
the main research contents are as follows:
1, this article is based on. NET three-tier and Microsoft SQLserver2005 database
design and implementation of a police vehicle management system, covering public,
Department vehicles, the Secretary for approval, fleet management, reports, statistics,
and six functional modules of the platform configuration management, focuses on the
process of vehicle control, gongchesiyong serious difficulty and cost statistics and
other key challenges.
2, the waterfall model of software engineering for the design of the main line,
describes in detail the patrol police resource scheduling management system business
requirements, functional requirements, non-functional requirements, system
architecture design, functional design, and database design. And leadership approval,
car fleet management and Department main functions, gives key functional modules
of the system implementation process, system implementation and functional and
performance test results.
After the research and development of the project implementation, in police
management and police dispatch effective, significantly changed the efficiency of
police patrols during the slow, scheduling difficult situations, solving districts
County-level public security departments on the scheduling requirements, police
patrol management problems.
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